Twist Roller Blinds
®

Distinctive style with privacy and light control
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Great
products
start with
great design
We like easy. Easy style, easy to use, easy
to live with, and easy to love. Which
is why for over 60 years we’ve been
continuously innovating our unique made
to measure window treatments to ensure
they demand attention for all the right
reasons. Our Twist® Roller Blinds range is
the perfect example. By gliding the solid
and translucent bands of fabric over one
another, you can create your perfect,
precise level of sun control and privacy
throughout the day. Enjoy the benefits of
natural light without glare, manage the
view in and out of your home and make a
confident design statement in one.
A clever, contemporary style in an elegant,
easy to use window treatment.
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Add the right ‘twist’
to your home
The true beauty of fabrics takes center stage
in our new collection giving you even more
ways to create your perfect look.
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TEXTURE & TONE
The distinctive style of our Twist® Roller Blinds
shows off the luxurious shimmers, textured
weaves and refined sheer fabrics to their
best advantage. Create a bold contrast or a
harmonious blend between stunning fabric
textures and colours to get the look you love.

COLOUR & DESIGN
Encapsulating the latest trend colours through to classic neutral hues, our range
of gorgeous colours has something to flatter every design taste and decorating
palette. Earthy greens, pastel blues to pleasingly powerful pinks and mauve tones
work especially well with our new designs.
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EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS
Four great looks in 12 colours, our new patterns created by our talented
design team are exclusive to Luxaflex® and to you. Fluid, natural shapes with
leaves and fluttering shadows, or modernist angular lines and forms, these
intricate patterns add subtle interest to this on trend window blind.
These unique designs are printed on both sheer and solid sections of
Twist® fabrics.

Louvar With the graceful strokes of a
watercolour, this special pattern combines colour
variations to accentuate the flowing design.
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Leaves A nature inspired pattern that feels
artfully hand drawn, our Leaves design has a soft
feminine style.

Maren This tone on tone leaf pattern has a
gentle, restful quality that adds interest without
overwhelming a room scheme.

Stargazer Harnessing the design heritage of
Scandinavian design, Stargazer mixes edgy style
with soft colours.
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VIEWS TO THRILL
Our latest innovation, Luxaflex® Twist® ClearView™
Roller Blinds use gossamer-light sheers to ensure
your view on the world is clear and sharp. The
solid sections can be gently moved to overlap the
ClearView™ sheer fabric bands, so that light and
privacy can be varied as your needs and moods
change.
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UNIQUE SHAPES
Practical and pleasing, Twist® Roller Blinds feature bold stripe styles or choose from four
unique graphic shapes: Hymn, Swing, Chorus and Ballad - ideal for making a strong,
graphic design statement at your window.

Chorus

Hymn

Swing

Ballad
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SMART OPERATION
The smart way to control your Luxaflex® Blinds. Pair your stylish Twist®
Roller Blinds with PowerView® Motorisation and discover the perfect
balance between light and privacy. PowerView® lets you operate your
Twist® Roller Blinds from your smart phone, tablet or remote control, even
when you are not at home. Programme your Twist® Roller Blinds to wake
you gently in the morning with sunrise or create a cosy retreat as you
return home. Just use the PowerView® scheduling feature to move your
blinds to your preferred position, morning, noon or night. PowerView®
works with the most smart voice activation systems.
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DESIGNED WITH SAFETY IN MIND
We consider child safety a top priority. Making child safe products for
homes is an integral part of our design philosophy. From endless chain to
fully motorised systems, Luxaflex® offers many innovative lifting systems
designed with safety, comfort and beauty in mind.

ENDLESS CHAIN
The endless chain operation
comes as standard with
Twist® Roller Blinds and is
easy to use and meets EN
child safety regulations for
internal blinds. The endless
chain is supplied with a child
safety tension device that is
secured to the wall.
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At Luxaflex® our window treatments start with great design.
Light control, energy efficiency, and the convenience of

motorisation are just some of the innovations that enhance
the beauty of every room, every day – made to measure with a

five-year guarantee.
The Art of Window Styling

Find your local Luxaflex® showroom at luxaflex.com
Let’s talk

Home consultation

Craftsmanship guaranteed

Seamless installation

Together with our local expert,
you can look at inspiration for
your room and get to know the
products and materials you like.

Your local expert measures your
dimensions, assesses your lighting,
and makes sure everything is
perfectly designed for your home.

Your bespoke product will be
handmade with care and attention
to detail by our skilled craftsmen.

Relax and let Luxaflex®
professionals do what they do best,
knowing you’re covered under our
5 year guarantee.
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